
 

Beyond Usability for Safety Critical 
Systems: How to be SURE  
(Safe, Usable, Reliable, and Evolvable)? 

 
Abstract 
While a significant effort is currently being undertaken 
by the CHI community in order to apply and extend 
current usability evaluation techniques to new kinds of 
interaction techniques very little has been done to 
improve the reliability of software offering these kinds of 
interaction techniques. As these new interaction 
techniques are currently more and more used in the field 
of command and control safety critical systems the 
potential of incident or accidents increases. Similarly, 
the non reliability of interactive software can jeopardize 
usability evaluation by showing unexpected or undesired 
behaviors. Lastly, iterative design processes promote 
multiple designs through evolvable prototypes in order 
to accommodate requirements changes and results from 
usability evaluations thus reducing reliability of the final 
system by lack of global and structured design. The aim 
of this SIG is to provide a forum for both researchers 
and practitioners interested in safety critical interactive 
systems. Our goal is to define a roadmap of activities to 
cross fertilize usability, reliability and safety for these 
kinds of systems to minimize duplicate efforts and reuse 

knowledge in all the communities involved. 
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Introduction 
Usability problems might appear in different forms in 
the user interface, reducing the user performance with 
the device, increasing the number of errors or having 
users being reluctant to use the device due to 
uncomfortable/unpleasant interaction. In the last 
decades, the Computer-Human Interaction (CHI) 
community has developed several methods to support 
sound and rigorous identification of usability problems. 
Many approaches have been proposed to cope with the 
diversity of contexts in which evaluation has to take 
place. Such methods may involve observation of users’ 
activity, inspection by a usability specialist, simulation 
and/or prediction of usability problems sometimes 
based on models describing users’ expected activity 
like, for instance, task models. Model-based approaches 
are an example of such methods and provide better 
support for the design of interactive systems, for 
example by identifying usability problems in the early 
phases of the development process thus reducing the 
time and development costs. 

Such development approaches are beneficial for the 
systems the majority of the population interacts with on 
an almost daily basis. However, in the field of safety-
critical interactive systems, ensuring usability, as well 
as requirements such as reliability and safety is crucial. 
Reliability and safety requirements are even harder to 
meet when evolvability of the successive designs is a 
critical aspect of iterative design processes exploited in 
order to improve their usability.  

A safety-critical system is one in which any failure or 
design error has the potential to lead to loss of life or, 
in other terms that failure outweighs the cost of 
development. Safety-critical interactive systems add 
the human dimension to a software system by putting 
control into the hands of a human operator. Examples 
of such systems include nuclear power plants, railway 
systems, airplane cockpits, and military systems. 

Safety, Usability, Reliability and Evolvability (SURE) can 
be seen (at first glance) as convergent and always 
desired properties of an interactive system. In fact they 
all consider a different and orthogonal point of view on 
system development. A typical example of conflicting 
requirements between reliability and safety is given if 
someone puts a gun on his/her head and the finger on 
the trigger.  The more reliable the gun the less safe it 
is. Similarly the reliability of telecommunication has 
decreased (for fixed line) from 99.9999% in the early 
90s down to 99.9% (for mobile phones) in the late 90s. 
This percentage of reliability represents an change of 
unavailability of service from 52mn34s up to 
36days12h per year [10]. This loss of reliability has not 
prevented users to drop fixed lines and eagerly move to 
mobile technologies thanks to a significant increase in 
utility and usability. 

The aim of this SIG is to provide a forum for both 
researchers and practitioners interested in safety 
critical interactive systems. Our goal is to define a 
roadmap of activities to cross fertilize usability, 
reliability and safety for these kinds of systems to 
minimize duplicate efforts and reuse knowledge in all 
the communities involved. Its aim is also to provide a 
new opportunity for attendees to previous SIGs on 
related topics to meet again and to provide the first 



 

step towards community building. Finally, despite the 
fact that safety issues receive a growing interest at CHI 
conferences [11], publications related to that topic are 
still very limited and ways for increasing it will be 
discussed during the SIG.  

Related Events 
At CHI 98 we organized a workshop on "Designing User 
Interfaces for Safety Critical Systems" [7]. Even though 
the workshop was successful, almost no work in this 
area has been presented at CHI since then. At CHI 
2004 we organized a SIG on “Safety-Critical 
Interaction: Usability in Incidents and Accidents” in 
order to take the opportunity of having CHI organized 
in Europe to attract participation from European 
research centers and practitioners involved in this field 
[8]. As a possible consequence Safety was one of the 
highlights of CHI 2005 conference (with the motto 
Technology, Safety, Community). At CHI 2006 a SIG 
has also been proposed on the topic “Testing 
Interactive Software: a Challenge for Usability and 
Reliability” that successfully gathered more than 60 
participants [9]. We believe that this SIG will be a good 
opportunity to pursue in that direction of increasing the 
awareness and concern of CHI community to both 
safety and reliability aspects. At CHI 2005 we also 
organized a SIG on the role of HCI for the next 
generation of control rooms [4]. We plan to reuse this 
application domain [5] and other connected ones (such 
as aircraft cockpits [2] and air traffic control 
workstations [1]) and learn from other application 
domains where reliability and safety are less prominent 
(e.g., interactive TV [3]). The SIG organizers have 
significant experiences in these application domains, 
and they will discuss similarities and differences to 
foster participation from the audience.  

Audience 
One of the goals of this SIG is to identify and gather 
people interested in the field of human-computer 
interaction for safety critical systems, software 
engineers interested in the reliability and usability of 
interactive systems, as well as researchers interested in 
the maturation of usability evaluation methods. We 
foresee the following types of participants: 

 Practitioners who work in the design, construction 
testing and certification of safety critical interactive 
systems. We welcome both practitioners coming 
from the engineering side of interactive systems as 
well as practitioners with a background in user 
interface usability testing. 

 Academics working or interested in the state of the 
art and research activities in the field of usability, 
reliability and safety. 

 
The audience would be approximately 50-100 
professionals and academics interested in how to 
improve safety, usability, reliability and evolvability of 
interactive systems by integrating mainly unconnected 
research work within a unifying framework.  

SIG Organization 
The activity plan for the SIG is as follows: 

 Introduction of the SIG goals and participants (10 
minutes); 

 Presentation by the organizers of issues in the 
various fields related to the topic of the SIG (5 
minutes per topic) (total 20 minutes) 

 Gathering from the audience (as well as presenting 
from the SIG organizers’ experience) examples and 
case studies (10 minutes). 



 

 Interactive discussion with participants to list the 
issues related to the integration of SURE element 
within interactive systems development processes. 
Those that seem more important will be selected, 
and comments on the solutions will be recorded (30 
minutes). 

 Interactive discussions on the issue of new 
interaction techniques (Post-WIMP, multimodal, …) 
and how exploratory work in the field of human-
Computer Interaction (like focusing on User 
eXperience, fun or exotic input devices) may 
constitute divergent paths towards the 4 aspects of 
SURE interactive systems. How can we improve 
and support both reliability and safety when faced 
with these new interaction techniques? (10 
minutes) 

 Discussions on future plans and, in particular, how 
to increase CHI community interests in reliability 
and safety sides of interactive systems design. In 
addition, how to increase submissions to CHI 
conferences will be discussed. A questionnaire 
about participants work as well as expectations 
from CHI community will be distributed to the 
participants. Results will be passed on to the 
conference management committee (10 minutes) 
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